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WELCOME TO LEoN!
After two years into the TANDEM program, we are happy to finally
have the chance to be your hosts and welcome you to León!
We have had the mobilities in fascinating cities, and León,
though small, has much to offer. It is the most extensive province
in the whole of the Castile-Leon region, with scenic mountain
ranges such as the Picos de Europa Natural Park and the world
heritage site of Las Médulas. It is also possesses a rich cultural
heritage from the Roman and Medieval periods; and some of its
local celebrations have been regarded as fiestas of International
Tourist Interest. The week of the TANDEM program coincides
with the Carnival season, as such, many cities and villages will
have their own celebrations. You will get a chance to witness this
very unique celebration in León.
We have prepared an exciting program which we hope will be
of your interest. As we have already seen many examples of
inclusive programs in past mobilities, we thought of focusing on
initiatives that are related to our specific lines of work as well
as to the local context of the museum. These lines of work are
related to the body and to expression, taking into account a
rural context that faces aging and de-population as well as
abandoned mining sites. We also wanted to turn our attention
to other collectives: persons with motor disabilities, caregivers,
or functional disabilities… all of whom are potential users of the
museum.
Thus, we have organized sessions that focus mainly on our longterm educational projects at MUSAC, visits to other institutions
with whom we have collaborated in past projects, and inspirational
talks from guest professionals. We will also get a chance to visit
some quaint villages so you can get a broader picture of what this
province has to offer in terms of culture, nature and gastronomy.
We hope that you will enjoy your stay in León, and that we will all
have a fruitful mobility!
The MUSAC Team
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Tuesday, 5 March
Venue: MUSAC. Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Castilla y León
Avda. Reyes Leoneses, 24

9:30-9:45

9:45-10:00

11:00-12:00
12:00-12:15
12:15-13:10

13:10-13:30

13:30-15:00

15:00-16:00

16:00-18:30
18:30-20:30
20:30

Venue: CRE. State Reference Center for the Attention to Persons with Serious Disabilities and
for the Promotion of Personal Autonomy and Care for Dependents / MUSAC

9:30-9:45

Welcome coffee and presentation of the day’s schedule

Welcome speech

9:45-10:00

Travel time to CRE

Brief introduction of the program

10:00-11:00

Welcome coffee
Manuel Olveira (Director, MUSAC)
Kristine Guzman (General Coordinator, MUSAC)

10:00-11:00

Wednesday, 6 March

Contact Improvisation
Paz Brozas (Professor)

Guided Tour at MUSAC

Manuel Olveira (Director, MUSAC)

Coffee Break
Inclusive Programs

11:00:11:30
11:30-12:30
12:30-13:00

Belén Sola, Julia Ruth Gallego and Ester Ugarte (Education Department,
MUSAC)

13:00-14:30

Towards an inclusive collection

14:30-15:00

Koré Escobar (Head Registrar, MUSAC)

Lunch
Rara Troupe

Selected members of Rara Troupe

15:00-16:00
16:00-16:15
16:15-16:45

Guided tour around León

Ángela Rodríguez (Freelance Guide)

16:45-18:00

Free time
Dinner

18:00-20:30
20:30

Guided Tour
Talk
Workshop

Guided tour at CRE

María Teresa Gutiérrez Fuentes (Director CRE)

Multiple Playgrounds
David Crespo (Artist)
Demonstration Multiple Playgrounds
David Crespo and participants from CRE

Travel time to restaurant
Lunch
Travel time to MUSAC
IDEM, The International Performing Arts Festival

Mónica Carroquino (Head of Culture, La Casa Encendida)

Coffee break
Matraz

Lourdes G. Morrondo (Mediator, MUSAC)

A different gaze

Inés Enciso (Cultural manager)

Free time
Dinner

Friday, 8 March

Thursday, 7 March
Field Trip: Cerezales del Condado, Mansilla de las Mulas, Cuevas de Valdevimbre

9:15
9:15-10:00
10:00-10:45
10:45-11:45
11:45:12:00
12:00-13:00

13:00-14:30

Meeting point. Parking San Pedro
Travel time to Cerezales del Condado
Guided tour

Fundación Cerezales Antonino y Cinia (FCAYC)

Venue: MUSAC. Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Castilla y León
Avda. Reyes Leoneses, 24

9:30-9:45
9:45-10:30
10:30-11:00

LECA, Experimentation and Artistic Creation Lab

Welcome coffee and presentation of the day’s schedule
Debajo del sombrero

María Sol Álvarez (Mediator)

Resonancias

Eneas Bernal (Coordinator, MUSAC) and José Otero (Artist)

Genzo P.

11:00-11:15

Coffee break

Coffee break

11:15-11:45

Presentation Belgium

Fundación Cerezales’s approach to diversity

11:45-12:15

Presentation Estonia

12:15-12:45

Presentation Germany

12:45-13:05

Travel time to restaurant

Luis Martínez Campo (Educator, FCAYC)

Lunch

14:30-15:10

Travel time to Mansilla de las Mulas

15:10-15:40

Stopover at Monastery of San Miguel de Escalada

15:40-16:00

Travel time to Mansilla de las Mulas

16:00-17:15

Guided tour

13:05-14:40

Lunch

14:40-15:00

Travel time to MUSAC

15:00-15:30

Presentation Italy

15:30-16:00

Presentation Norway

16:00-16:30

Presentation Portugal

Lucía Loren (Artist)

16:30-16:45

Coffee break

18:30-19:00

Thinking together

16:45-17:30

19:00-19:30

Travel time to Valdevimbre

17:30-18:00

17:15-18:30

19:30-21:00
21:00-21:30

Museo Etnográfico Provincial de León

Art and landscape to rediscover diversity

Dinner
Travel time to León

18:00-21:30
21:30

Closing remarks

Ewout Vanhoecke (Coordinator, TANDEM)

Evaluation
Portugal

Free time

*Optional: Guided tour in sign language at MUSAC 19:00-20:00 h

Dinner

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
Tuesday, 5 March

Wednesday, 6 March

Welcome, greeting and re-encounter session

Guided tour at CRE

Collective experimentation approach to the technical, aesthetic
and pedagogical principles of Contact Improvisation. This practice
is based on the dialogue between different bodies. In the
physical exchange with the other, the difference can be
recognized, underlined, respected and celebrated.
Some playful dynamics of movement, improvisation and sensory
activation among the participants will be considered.

State Reference Center for the Attention to Persons with Serious Disabilities and for the Promotion of Personal Autonomy and Care for Dependents, San Andrés del Rabanedo (León), is configured as a specialized and advanced center for research, innovation, information and
documentation on people with serious physical disabilities at risk or in a
situation of dependence; and for their personal attention or rehabilitation, training and psycho-social integration.

Paz Brozas (Professor)

María Teresa Gutiérrez Fuentes (Director CRE)

Inclusive Programs

Belén Sola, Julia Ruth Gallego and Ester Ugarte
(Education Department, MUSAC)
Orientation by the Educational Department of MUSAC on their work on
functional diversity, exposing the idea that it is the museum itself which
possesses multiple disabilities and must learn to connect with its context.

Multiple Playgrounds
David Crespo (Artist)

Presentation of the Prototype Playground project, activity carried out
together with people with functional diversity and art therapist Nerea Rodríguez in June 2017 at MUSAC. This happening took experimentation,
game and discussion to a group of collaborators for the elaboration of
a playground based on the sport modality of the slalom in a wheelchair,
working from the body as a creative and performative tool.
In this public presentation, part of the results will be presented and a
small action will be developed.

Towards an inclusive collection

Koré Escobar (Head Registrar, MUSAC)
After taking part in the Tallin mobility, Koré started to think about how to
make the MUSAC Collection more accessible, not only for the people
with different disabilities but also for people with difficulties to access the
Museum due to cultural, social, or geographic issues. Taking the opportunity of an exhibition of the MUSAC Collection related to exile, a series
of elements were implemented in order to adapt the artworks to these
objectives. It is in the analysis of this experience and its outcomes in
which she would like to focus on.

Matraz
Rara Troupe

Selected members of Rara Troupe
The Rara Troupe is a working group around mental health that
uses the tools of audiovisual creation from self-representation and
first-person narration, who will share their working process.

Lourdes G. Morrondo (MUSAC)
This project focuses on the role of caregivers in our society, specifically
caregivers in the degenerative dementia type alzheimer. The aim is to
show invisible situations by taking them out of the domestic environment, and determining who these caregivers are and if they need help.
Matraz will deal with the affected people, mediating with artistic processes, and taking advantage of the learning process that is offered by the
arts.

Thursday, 7 March
Guided tour

Fundación Cerezales Antonino y Cinia (FCAYC)
The FCAYC is a private institution established in December 2008 in
Cerezales del Condado, dedicated to the development of the village and
the transfer of knowledge through two channels: cultural productions and
ethno-education. At the heart of FCAYC’s policy is its desire to ensure
that everyone in the community has access to culture and to the production and sharing of knowledge. As an agency for regional development,
its function is to be a driving force and a link between local, regional,
national and international agents.

IDEM Festival

Mónica Carroquino (Head of Culture Department, La Casa Encendida)
Since 2002 La Casa Encendida has been deeply committed to visibilising diversity and removing barriers through its activities. For ten years,
the Performing Arts and Disabilities Festival supported the expansion
and professionalization of artists and creators with functional diversity.
The evolution of society and the demands of an increasingly sensitive,
discerning and engaged audience made it necessary to incorporate new
nuances and embrace new disciplines and other spheres of social exclusion, and so IDEM, the International Performing Arts Festival, was born.

LECA, Experimentation and Artistic Creation Lab

Genzo P.

Genzo P. is going to share his thoughts and professional experience on
this project by means of a practical workshop in the Electroacoustic Quadraphonic Lab, collectively highliting the creative and pedagogical possibilities of sound laboratories.

A Different Gaze
Inés Enciso

The festival Una mirada diferente (A Different Gaze) by the Centro
Dramático Nacional works towards the inclusion of artists with disabilities. The Festival is on its 7th edition this year. Co-director Inés
Enciso will share the different projects undertaken by the festival.

Fundación Cerezales’s approach to diversity
Luis Martínez Campo (Educator, FCAYC)

Luis Martínez Campo will give a guided tour around the FCAYC installations and talk about the education programs of the Foundation, including
the workshop with ASPRONA (Protective Association of People with
Intellectual or Development Disability) and Genzo P.

Guided tour

Museo Etnográfico Provincial de León
The Provincial Ethnographic Museum of León houses the ethnographic
collection of León with the aim of conserving, caring for and exhibiting
objects related to the cultural tradition and identity of the province. Special attention has been given to exhibits for persons with visual
difficulties.

Art and landscape to rediscover diversity
Lucía Loren (Artist)

Located in a social and cultural context that is farther from nature, the
potential of art as a tool to recover emotional links with the landscape
and generate new models of integration for people with diverse abilities
is pointed out. The educational projects of art and landscape that are
presented, are generated from an experiential, participatory and interdisciplinary approach, which focuses on attention on creative work with natural materials to activate deeper sensory and manipulative experiences.

SPEAKER BIOS

Friday, 8 March
Debajo del sombrero

Paz Brozas

The intervention would be about Debajo del Sombrero’s programs,
whose main activity consists of workshops. María Sol will explain the
association’s philosophy and methodology on the different workshops,
their trajectory and how the artists are being supported.

Paz Brozas is a teacher, researcher and dancer at the University of León
(ULE). Under the Physical Education Department, she imparts body expression and dance and other subjects of artistic approach to the body.
Within the framework of the Aula de Artes del Cuerpo, the ULE Cultural
Activities production space, she co-organizes a workshop on Contact
Improvisation and Inclusive Dance, among other activities.

María Sol Álvarez

Koré Escobar

Resonancias

Eneas Bernal (MUSAC) and José Otero (Artist)

Koré Escobar has a degree in History and holds an MA in Contemporary Art. She is head registrar and manager of the MUSAC Collection
since 2004 and has curated different exhibitions of the collection. She
has imparted several courses related to Collections Management and
time-based media works conservation. She is currently the president
of the Spanish Registrars Group and Vocal of the Spanish Comittee of
ICOM.

Presentation of MUSAC’s Call for Proposals Laboratorio 987 which
is organized around a set of dynamics that will promote the return of
knowledge to society, as well as harness what society creates, promotes, or protects. The project that will be presented is
Resonances by José Otero. It is an artistic research that explores how
a group of secondary school students construct their bodies today,
asking questions about what educating the body actually means, and
how we perceive physical experiences in the educational curriculum.

Belén Sola Pizarro
Belén Sola has a PhD from the University of León with a research on
collaborative artistic practices. Since 2005 she directs the Department
of Education and Cultural Action of MUSAC. She is co-author and editor
of the book: Experiences of learning with current art in diversity policies
(MUSAC, 2010) which collects the foundations of the educational project of MUSAC. Her work has always been linked to contemporary art,
defined in a hybrid practice, which investigates the relationship between
creation, education and social transformations.

Ester Ugarte
Ester Ugarte has a degree in Art History and is an expert in Mediation,
Social Intervention and Integration. Her carreer is focused in therapeutic
pedagogy, special education and child and youth psychology. Since 2011
she works as a socio-educational mediator at MUSAC, performing different tasks of community dynamization, mainly pedagogical activities
and didactic workshops based on accompaniment through contemporary
art, supported by values such as inclusion, multiculturalism and coeducation

Julia Ruth Gallego
Julia Ruth Gallego has a diploma in Teaching with a specilization in
child education and a higher course in Plastic Arts and Design. Educator at MUSAC. Founder of the Community of Learning Breeding: a
non-profit association aimed at research and reflection on new pedagogical models, to promote the healthy and integral development of
children through parenting and education. Member of the AMPA and the
School Council of the CEIP Quevedo de León. Mother.

Rara Troupe
The Rara Troupe is a working group founded in 2012, that has been working
and thinking about mental health through audiovisual creation. The group is
made up of people with and without diagnosis of diseases related to mental
health. They meet weekly at MUSAC to think, reflect and create. They see
and comment on their and other’s films, and are fundamentally interested in
generating a meeting place regardless of what they are supposed to be and
how they should act according to the categorization that they suffer based on
a binary system like illness / health, professional / amateur, art / life, inclusion
/ exclusion, etc. Mental health, more than a center of attention, is for them a
context from which to see and be seen within the normality-rarity that they
claim.

David Crespo
David Crespo has a degree in Fine Arts and holds two Master’s Degrees
in Photography and Creation, Art and Research. He combines his works
in artistic production with those in education and art training. In his research as an artist, he develops projects that address ideas about social
empowerment in the territory. Through his work he intends to launch a
critical look at different violent or crisis events, using irony, gambling or
citizen participation.

Mónica Carroquino
Mónica Carroquino is the Head of La Casa Encendida’s culture department
since 2009. La Casa Encendida (Madrid) is a social and cultural institution
managed by Fundación Montemadrid, a dynamic space open to audiences of
all ages and persuasions where visitors can find some of today’s most groundbreaking artistic expressions as well as educational, philosophical and debating activities that revolve around the centre’s four main spheres of action:
Arts, Solidarity, Environment and Education. The aim of La Casa is to present
a transversal program in which contemporary artistic disciplines and today’s
most important debating issues are accessible to everyone.

Lourdes G.Morrondo
Lourdes G. Morrondo has a degree in Fine Arts and Audiovisual Communication and holds an MA in Critic and Aesthetics of Cinematography and Art Therapy and Art Education for Social Inclusion. She is an
artist and mediator with experience in education from innovation and
research,both in regulated and non-regulated education. She also has
experience as an informal caregiver of an alzheimer-affected patient.

Inés Enciso Merino
Inés Enciso Merino has a degree in Fine Arts and an MA in Performing
Arts Cultural Management from the Universidad Complutense de Madrid.
She has worked as a director for both film and television, winning more
than 200 national and international awards. She is currently the artistic
director of the Festival Una Mirada Diferente (A Different Gaze) from The
National Drama Centre, working to improve disabled professional creators’ visibility, inclusion and active involvement in culture. She was also
in charge of the casting and acted as performing coach for the film Campeones by Javier Fesser, which featured a cast of players with intellectual disability.

Genzo P.
Genzo P. is a musician, artist, producer, sound designer and cultural
activist based in León. He has developed several projects as a solo
artist as well as collaborations with other musicians and collectives.
Since October 2018, he carries out his work through LECA (Laboratory
of Experimentation and Artistic Creation) at MUSAC, an initiative that
explores the creative and pedagogical possibilities of sound laboratories. Recently, he partnered with FCAYC to started up an Electroacoustic Quadraphonic Lab, in which differently-abled participants belonging
to ASPRONA-León can experience unconventional exercises related to
sound and music.

Luis Martínez Campo
Luis Martínez Campo is a musician, musicologist, and educator. He develops projects in which he combines music and sound with performing
and plastic arts and literature, usually from an educational perspective.
He is currently an artist in residence at the FCAYC, where he develops the project The Sounds of the Rural School together with the state
school CRA Ribera del Porma. Since 2018 he is part of the Education
and Public Programs department of FCAYC.

TIPS
Weather

Lucía Loren

We are in the north of Spain so for these days we can expect an
average temperature of 7-10ºC degrees in the daytime and 0-3ºC
at night. So please make sure to bring a warm coat!

Under the binomial art and ecology, Lucía Loren has made specific
interventions in nature. In all these interventions, she uses elements of
the landscape to make small variations that reflect on the concept of
cultural landscape. On many occasions, the work process becomes an
open space for the participation of the inhabitants of a place, generating
an exchange of experiences and knowledge between the artistic process
and the rural population.

Cash
We recommend you to always carry some cash. Most shops or
restaurants accept credit cards but they are not accepted in some
places like bars or buses.

María Sol Álvarez
María Sol Alvarez is responsible for the European Projects management at Debajo del Sombrero since 2009. Debajo del Sombrero was
founded ten years ago with the objective of establishing a steady
platform aimed at artistic creation, methodological investigation and
the promotion of artistic careers for people with intellectual disabilities.
Their program takes place in many relevant contemporary art locations in Madrid, fostering dialogue and learning with other artists.

How expensive is León?
We are a small city so prices are quite affordable. To give you an
idea, coffee would cost around 1,20 €, beer 1,75 € and a glass of
wine 2,20 €, all with free tapas!

USEFUL NUMBERS
CONTACT NUMBERS
MUSAC: +34 987 09 00 00

Eneas Bernal

Kristine Guzmán: +34 656 89 33 66

Eneas Bernal’s interest lies in accompanying artists at the launch of
their carrers. He is Exhibitions Coordinator at MUSAC since 2009. Since
2015, together with a team of in-house and external professionals, he
is in charge of MUSAC’s Call for Proposals Laboratorio 987 that aims
to deepen the relationship between cultural activity, critical thinking and
social participation.

EMERGENCY NUMBERS
For all emergencies: 112

Urban Security
Citizen’s needs: 010
National Police: 091
Local Police: 092

Sanitary Services

José Otero
José Otero has a BA in Physical Education from the Universidad
Politécnica de Madrid and an MA in Theory and Practice of Contemporary Art from the Universidad Complutense de Madrid. As an artist,
his practice revolves around education and art research. He is particularly interested in the relationships between the body, movement and
language.

Cruz Roja: +34 987 222 222
Hospital de León: +34 987 222 222

